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Steiner enters into a partnership with House of Lab Science 
 
Zurich, 11 July 2022 – Steiner AG is entering into a partnership with House of Lab 
Science, a Swiss start-up that provides and operates innovation parks for companies 
in the life sciences sector. To begin with, the two companies are planning to jointly 
develop two attractive sites in Basel and Winterthur.  
 
"We're extremely pleased about our partnership with Steiner, as it will enable us to add 
further locations to our existing floor space offering for life sciences companies. With the 
foothold in Basel, we will be providing support to one of Switzerland's two main life sciences 
clusters, allowing us to benefit from the significant synergies within these ecosystems. 
Meanwhile, in Winterthur we will once again demonstrate our core competency by 
successfully constructing a new centre – despite comparatively fewer network effects", says 
Dr Christian Hugo Hoffmann, CEO of House of Lab Science.  
 
When developing real estate projects, Steiner consistently takes societal trends into account, 
responding to the challenges of the future through innovative solutions. In the office and 
commercial sectors, the company has already established the sustainable, multidimensional 
"Manufakt" concept, which, in addition to modular spaces, also offers shared meeting rooms, 
flex offices and interaction zones that are available as and when required. The first Manufakt 
building was officially opened in summer 2021, following a construction period of just under a 
year and a half. 
 
Together, Steiner and House of Lab Science possess the required expertise to develop 
innovative building concepts that respond to the growing demand for spaces in the life 
sciences sector, a key industry in Switzerland. House of Lab Science's contributions include 
its innovative community platform and its outstanding network of contacts in the sector and 
the world of start-ups, while Steiner can provide the requisite real-estate knowledge and 
associated development resources.  
 
Steiner AG 
Steiner AG is a leading real estate service provider with a focus on project development and 
construction. Founded in 1915, it has its headquarters in Zurich and is represented by 
branches in Basel, Bern, Lucerne, Tolochenaz and Geneva. With a development portfolio 
worth more than CHF 6 billion, Steiner is one of Switzerland's largest real estate developers. 
Its portfolio comprises a wide range of residential, office, industrial and logistics projects plus 
proprietary product innovations such as the Werkarena, Manufakt and Steiner Student Hotel 
brands. In French-speaking Switzerland, Steiner Construction is the market leader in real 
estate construction working on the total (design-and-build) and general contractor principle. 
Steiner AG contributes its 100-plus years of experience to the two recently established 
business areas: Steiner Financial Initiatives for new investment solutions, and Steiner Digital 
for digital collaboration platforms serving properties' entire life cycles. www.steiner.ch  
 
House of Lab Science 
House of Lab Science AG is a Swiss start-up that provides and operates innovation parks for 
life sciences companies. With a location in Hombrechtikon (Canton Zurich), this company 
offers operational, fully equipped development and lab spaces ("Lab as a Service"), 

http://www.steiner.ch/
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alongside office, meeting and collaboration spaces, which together form an innovation park. 
House of Lab Science also offers operating services and other key services, including 
promoting start-ups that move into its buildings ("Services for Lab as a Service"). 
https://houseoflabscience.world/about    
 
Information for the media 
Corporate Communications, Steiner AG 
Tel.: +41 58 445 20 00, corpcom@steiner.ch 
  
House of Lab Science 
Dr Christian Hugo Hoffmann, CEO House of Lab Science AG,  
Tel. +41 78 695 19 35, christian.hoffmann@houseoflabscience.world   
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